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MATCHLINK - A MULTI-SENSORIAL GAME FOR PERSONS WITH DEMENTIA

C. E. L. Seah and M. T. K. B. Tan

Abstract
Sensory, cognitive and motor stimulation can enhance the wellbeing of people with dementia and their caregivers by reducing their susceptibility to developing behavioural or psychological symptoms. This project led to the development of a multi-sensorial game (MatchLink) for use by occupational therapists and caregivers to engage and stimulate people with dementia, with the intention to increase functional ability and prevent decline. Primary information was collected through an ethnographic observation at Ng Teng Fong Hospital with the guidance of an occupational therapist.
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1. Introduction
Dementia refers to a ‘syndrome of acquired loss of cognitive function, behavioural changes and loss of social function’ (Jones, 2000). On a global level, it is one of the biggest global public health challenge with an estimated number of 44 million people affected by dementia worldwide in 2014 (Alzheimer's Disease International, 2014). The number is expected to double by 2030 and more than triple by the year 2050 (Alzheimer's Disease International, 2014). The cost of the global epidemic is estimated in 2010 to be US $604 billion and possibly more (Alzheimer's Disease International, 2014). This paper investigates non-pharmacological interventions to cognitively and sensorially stimulate the senses of persons with dementia, as well as the creation of a game that combines the benefits from cognitive and sensory games. It also introduces an approach which allows caregivers and occupational therapists to access the player’s abilities over time.

2. Background
The more common types of Dementia include Alzheimer’s Disease, Vascular Dementia, Dementia with Lewy bodies and Frontotemporal dementia with Alzheimer’s Dementia being the most common, accounting for 50-60% of dementias (Jones, 2000).

Presence of Dementia can be identified from these symptoms (Jones, 2000)
- Memory loss, mostly of recent events
- Decreased ability with learning and retaining new information
- Decreased ability to perform complex tasks
- Difficulty of reasoning capabilities, spatial and visuo-perceptual ability
- Language deficits
- Significant changes in behavior
Persons with Dementia are found to have reduced social interaction and experience loneliness (Alzheimer's Society, 2013). They are susceptible to develop behavioural or psychological symptoms such as agitation, aggression, delusions, depression (Burns et al., 2002). Such experiences can have adverse effects on their well-being and increase the risk of deterioration (Burns et al., 2002).

2.1. Treatments available

2.1.1. Antidementia drugs
There are many compounds available targeting symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease and other dementia with many being developed for Alzheimer’s Disease rather than for dementia as a whole (Jones, 2000). Pharmacological strategy and treatment ‘acting directly on muscarinic and nicotinic receptors or involving other neurotransmitters and growth factors may lead to even more effective therapies’ (Jones, 2000). Non-drug interventions should be considered before starting drug treatment because of the problems that drug-based interventions bring (Jones, 2000).

2.1.2. Non-pharmacological interventions
Non-pharmacological interventions are used to alleviate behavioural and psychological symptoms of dementia. Core symptoms include cognitive, functional and social decline whereas associate symptoms encompasses agitation, aggression, depression, psychosis, repetitive vocalization, sleep disturbance and other non-specific behavior disturbances (SIGN, 2006). Intervention refers to behavior management, caregiver intervention programmes, cognitive stimulation, environmental design, multisensory stimulation and combined therapies, physical activities, reality orientation therapy, recreational activities, simulated presence and validation therapy (SIGN, 2006). For the purpose of this paper and product, focus will be on cognitive and multi-sensory stimulation.

2.1.3. Cognitive stimulation and recreational activity
According to SIGN, formal cognitive stimulation has shown to produce a positive results, people with dementia show improved memory of specific pieces of information but was not able to show benefits regarding memory function. Cognitive stimulation training’s benefit however lies in minimal training of education and training of the caregiver as well as no risk to the person with dementia (SIGN, 2006). Some examples of cognitive stimulation include activities that provoke memory, encourages problem solving and conversational fluency (SIGN, 2006).

See Shape encourages users to find geometric blocks, following instructions to form shapes. It utilizes visual-spatial, construction and problem-solving skills. To play See Me, users identify pictures printed on each card and arrange them according to categories through association, training their memory skills.

2.1.4. Social participation
Social participation provides a wide range of health benefits for older adults, resulting in decreased risk of dementia and Alzheimer’s Disease (Paillard-Borg et al., 2004) decreased risk of cognitive decline, depression and generalized anxiety disorders (Golden et al., 2009).

2.1.5. Sensory stimulation
Continue social interaction and cognitive stimulation can help promote the well-being of persons with Dementia (Alzheimer's Association, n.d.). Apart from the use of pharmacological approaches, Sensory Stimulation Therapy (SST) has provided another means to manage and care for PWD (Burns et al., 2002). Sensory stimulation therapy is used to arouse the senses – sight, smell, hearing, taste and touch. Sensory stimulation activities are able to improve on functional ability and the quality of life for PWDs as well as early and mid-stage probable Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) (Witucki and Twibell, 1997). Sensory Stimulation presented with social interaction resulted in a decrease in psychological discomfort level for the elderly in the late stages of Alzheimer's Disease (Schmid, 2009). PWDs who undergo multi-sensorial stimuli showed evidence of rest and relaxation, better sleep patterns, lesser agitation and
the reduced use of medication for pain (Kim, 2008). Patients can however be easily over stimulated and are believed to have a decreased sensory threshold. Balance is essential in terms of the type and intensity of stimulation as both deprivation and overstimulation may lead to behavioural or psychological symptoms over time (Milev et al., 2008).

Multi-sensory stimulation utilizes a variety of equipment like lighting effects, music, tactility and fragrances to create a multi-sensory effect. There are some benefits from using multisensory stimulation to relieve core symptoms for people with dementia, reducing confusion and speaking more spontaneously in normal length sentences (SIGN, 2006).

2.1.6. Sensory games in the market

Sensory blankets are patches of various tactile materials like zips, keychains, ribbons, button and bells stitched together, used to provide different sensations of textures and sounds. Sensory pouches are filled with everyday objects that provide different textures for the elderly to identify and touch. Most sensory games use everyday objects, facilitating the use of touch and memory recall. It however limits the engagement to visual, precision, eye-hand coordination and recall skills.

2.1.7. Scent guessing

Games utilizing aroma are also ways to provide olfactory stimulation. These games uses aromatherapy through essential oils like peppermint, lavender, rosemary and other scents from fruits, flora and fauna. Games using scented therapeutic play dough like Jiak Ba Buay are fun, tactile and allows users to get creative, and create shapes and designs. They however can only be used once to provide for sanitary needs in the hospital environment where games have to be sanitized after each use. There is also a risk of elderly users unknowingly consuming the dough.

Our sense of touch influences our understanding of the environment around us (Song, 2010). Experiences of touch may influence what our mind experiences and helps us to make sense of the environment we live in (Song, 2010). It is helpful to utilise tactile elements to evoke memories and emotions together with social interaction to stimulate PWD’s and reduce agitation (Schmid, 2009). According to a study conducted by neuroscientists of the Charité, the results show that a quantitative tactile memory representation exists in the frontal lobes of the human brain (Spitzer, 2011). The representation of the memory can be controlled consciously and is dependent on the individual’s current memories (Spitzer, 2011).

3. Methodology

To facilitate design development, a week long participant observation was conducted at Ng Teng Fong General Hospital to observe, learn and gain insight to the activities and tools used by the occupational therapist for patients with dementia. Occupational therapists help patients to ‘develop, improve, sustain or restore independence to any person who has an injury, illness, disability or psychological dysfunction’ (Occupational Therapy, n.d.). Activities that the occupational therapists observed include observing patients performing cognitive and motor tasks, asking questions and reviewing their medical records, evaluating their condition and needs before developing a treatment plan. They also educate a patient’s family on caregiving and identify improvements and potential fall hazards to meet patients’ needs. Working with the elderly, occupational therapists help them to lead more active and independent lives.

The occupational therapist attached for this project has had more than 12 years of experience caring mainly for dementia patients. Patients were hospitalized for different diseases, not just specifically dementia and alzheimer’s disease but because of accompanying illnesses and injuries from falls. There was also a need for occupational therapists and nurses caring for patients to speak various languages ranging from English, Mandarin, Hindi, Malay and dialects like Hokkien, Teochew, Cantonese, Hakka and Hainanese because of the diverse backgrounds patients come from.

The rehabilitation process included activities carried out in the life hub, gym and activity room where patients are rehabilitated to improve their current condition through activities. In the gym, patients perform activities like climbing steps, lifting items and using a wide range of actions that are commonly used in their home environment to perform daily living activities. In the life hub, patients cook, clean
and socialize, also performing activities crucial to daily life like hand cycling, and folding and putting on clothes or reaching out to hang clothes on poles. In the activity room, patients mainly engage in games with occupational therapists and nurses. These games stimulate patients cognitively and are used for occupational therapists to assess patients’ abilities. There was great emphasis on sanitary requirements as each item was cleaned after each use. Portability and easy storage was necessary to facilitate game usage throughout different areas.

Current games used by the occupational therapists to engage and stimulate cognitive skills and motor function for patients with dementia include puzzles, bead sequencing, tangrams, animal jigsaws, Jenga and cone stacking. Most of the games relied on visual skills, precision, eye-hand coordination for matching colours, shapes, solving puzzles, which the occupational therapist could customize based on the patient. There was a lack of emphasis on tactile stimulation. Products that incorporate the use of dementia patient’s senses can be incorporated into current occupational therapist treatments, expanding the range of tools that occupational therapists can utilize with the emphasis of tactile stimulation.

4. Objectives
This project aims to explore and develop a multi-sensory game for use by occupational therapists and caregivers to engage PWD’s to increase functional ability and promote cognitive stimulation. The objectives include incorporating **sensory, visual, memory, precision, coordination, orientational and creative skills** to stimulate cognitive processing and motor skills, through tactile and visual means. Many other sensory games in the market focus on the tactility or olfactory aspect without incorporating the various skills which can further cognitively stimulate people with dementia.

To ensure effectiveness of the game, a scorecard will be included in each game set for caregivers to assess abilities of players. This scorecard will also be used in Ng Teng Fong Hospital and data will be collected pertaining to whether long term usage of the game leads to better scores.

5. Proposed idea

![Figure 1. MatchLink game set components (Seah, 2017)](image-url)
I explored and created a multi-sensory game, MatchLink, with the emphasis on tactile stimulation that can help provide sensory and cognitive stimulation for people with dementia for use by occupational therapists. The game follows the needs of patients at all four Pool Activity Levels, planned, exploratory, sensory and reflex levels. MatchLink can be used for patients at all four Pool Activity Levels (PAL), an instrument that determines the cognitive ability of the people with dementia for activity engagement (Wenborn et al., 2008). The four levels are planned, exploratory, sensory and reflex level (Wenborn et al., 2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planned activity level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A person can work towards goal directed activities. S/he looks in obvious places for tools and objects, but may not be able to solve any problems that arise in the process. A person functioning at this activity level is able to carry out activities that have a tangible outcome, such as: crafts with an end result; cooking and baking; traditional board games and larger group games; group discussions and quizzes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploratory activity level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A person can carry out very familiar activities in familiar surroundings, but is more concerned with the effect of doing the activity than the actual outcome. A person functioning at this activity level is able to carry out creative activities, for example: painting and pottery; reminiscence, music, dance and movement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensory activity level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A person is primarily concerned with the sensation being experienced and so moves his/her body in response. A person functioning at this activity level is able to complete simple, one-step activities to provide a range of sensations, for example: simple ball games, dancing, folding, dusting, sweeping, rummaging, massage, soft toys and dolls, animals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflex activity level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A person is probably no longer aware of their surrounding environment, nor their own body, so movement is a reflex response to a stimulus. Direct sensory stimulation is needed to raise the person’s self-awareness. It is important to avoid sensory overload so activities should utilise single sensations. A person functioning at this activity level is able to engage in: music, massage, touch, multi-sensory stimulation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Pool Activity Level (Wenborn et al., 2008)

MatchLink has different levels of cognitive and sensory skills, which can be applied by occupational therapists or caregivers on people with varying intensity of dementia. The game has eight activities: identifying colours, matching colours, identifying textures, matching textures, remembering locations of colours, textures and arranging blocks to create designs. It will also be used as a means to evoke memories and emotions through interaction with players and touching varying textures they are familiar with.

The product has to be sanitized after each patient’s use in the hospital setting. As such, materials such as acrylic, wood, textured surfaces and rubber will be used to meet the tactile and sanitary requirements. It can be flat packed and stored easily for easier portability. This game is applicable in the home, day service or residential facility, designed to be integrated in to day-to-day care provision, providing information on individual’s strengths and weaknesses. It is meant be used flexibly in a one-on-one setting or with a group of players, amongst the elderly and their caretakers. Instruction manual for the game can be found in Appendices.

Smooth, rough, hard and soft textures are used and each texture has six different colours each, red, blue, yellow, green, orange and purple which are primary and secondary colours the elderly may be more familiar with.

5.1. Game levels

Level 1: Identifying colours

Caregiver places all 24 textured and coloured blocks on the table surface and ask the player to identify the chosen colour. Patients are encouraged to identify colours using visual skills. Number of blocks on the surface can be reduced if it is too stimulating for player. Caregivers may also pick out colours for players to identify individually.

Level 2: Matching colours

Caregiver places all 24 textured and coloured blocks on the table surface and picks out a colour for players to identify and then pick out the same colours from the table. Patients are encouraged to match colours using their visual, precision and co-ordination skills. Number of blocks on the surface can be reduced if it is too stimulating for player.
Level 3: Identifying textures
Caregiver places all 24 textured and coloured blocks on the table surface and ask the player to identify
the chosen texture. Patients are encouraged to identify textures using their visual and sensory skills.
Caregivers can also pick out textures for players to identify individually. Number of blocks on the
surface can be reduced if it is too stimulating for player.

Level 4: Matching textures
Caregiver places all 24 textured and coloured blocks on the table surface and picks out a texture for
players to identify and then pick out the same textures from the table. Patients are encouraged to match
textures using their visual, sensory, precision and co-ordination skills. Number of blocks on the
surface can be reduced if it is too stimulating for player.

Level 5: Remembering locations of colours
From all textured and colour blocks, caregiver chooses a specific colour and places it among one to four
blocks of a different colour depending on the player’s capability. Caregiver then flips the set of blocks
face down and encourages the player to identify and remember locations of colours using visual,
memory and orientational skills.

Level 6: Remembering location of textures
From all textured and colour blocks, caregiver chooses a specific texture and places it among one to
four blocks of a different texture depending on the player’s capability. Caregiver then flips the set of
blocks face down and encourages the player to identify and remember locations of textures using visual,
sensory, memory and orientational skills.

Level 7: Arranging blocks
Caregiver uses whiteboard markers to colour one of the four shapes on the whiteboard, labeling each
coloured block with a texture as well. Caregiver then lays all textured and coloured blocks for players to
pick and match shapes to the given instructions. Players are encouraged to use blocks to mimic designs
using visual, memory, sensory and comprehension skills. Should the difficulty level be too high,
caregivers can remove the sensory component and focus solely on the colours before advancing further.

Figure 3. Texture and colours whiteboard with defined format (Seah, 2017)
Players can also be given the choice get creative and to draw out shapes on the back of the whiteboard before colouring and labeling the blocks and forming them using the actual blocks. They can also form 3D shapes with blocks by stacking them. Players are encouraged to use blocks to create designs using visual, memory, sensory, comprehension and creative skills.

![Texture and colours whiteboard](Seah, 2017)

**Figure 4. Texture and colours whiteboard (Seah, 2017)**

*Level 8: Evoking memories through conversation and touch*
Players get to pick a texture and colour they are familiar with or wish to talk about. Caregivers may choose the texture and colour to guide the player as well. Players are encouraged to use visual, memory and sensory skills.

**5.2. Pool Activity Level and versatility**
Individuals at the planned stage can utilise game levels 1 to 8. Exploratory stage individuals can engage with levels 1 to 6 and 8. Individuals at the sensory stage can interact with the game from levels 1 to 4 and 8 and reflex stage individuals will be able to benefit from levels 1 to 3 and 8. Game difficulty levels can also be expanded or decreased from two up to five blocks in each level to suit player’s capabilities.

![Range of expandable difficulty level](Seah, 2017)

**Figure 5. Range of expandable difficulty level (Seah, 2017)**

**5.3. Score cards for design survey**
How players will be assessed will be based on this scorecard where points are given based on the number of blocks identified and the intensity of the given set of blocks. Player’s capabilities will be assessed based on the increase in number of points from each game session. Having the scorecard makes it easy for caregivers to keep track of player’s improvement and the skills they are able to use.
Figure 6. Score card system (Seah, 2017)
Level 1: Identifying colours
Points are awarded based on the number of colours recognised with each block representing one point.

Level 2: Matching colours
Points are awarded based on the number of colour set matched. Caregiver identifies and takes out one colour leaving three other of the same colour to be picked out. With each set of colours matched, points are accumulated.

Level 3: Identifying textures
Points are awarded based on the number of textures recognised with each block representing one point.

Level 4: Matching textures
Points are awarded based on the number of texture set matched. Caregiver identifies and takes out one texture leaving five other of the same texture to be picked out. With each set of textures matched, points are accumulated.

Level 5: Remembering locations of colours
Caregivers arrange 3 to 6 blocks comprising of 2 to 4 different colours and collate the respective points when players achieve the objective.

Level 6: Remembering location of textures
Caregivers arrange 3 to 6 blocks comprising of 2 to 4 different textures and collate the respective points when players achieve the objective.

Level 7: Arranging blocks
5 points are allocated for colours shaded on the whiteboard, 5 more for textures labelled and 20 points for correctly mimicking the given shape on the whiteboard. 20 bonus points will be given should player draw out the shapes on their own on the back of the whiteboard.

Level 8: Evoking memories through conversation and touch
Players are assessed based on conversation with caregiver, 5 points are given for shallow memory recall and explanation. 10 points are given for a moderate conversation and 15 points for an in-depth conversation.

6. Reflection
The product was presented to the hospital for further discussion, refinement and testing. It has been used in the hospital by occupational therapists for the past 8 months and future iterations are being created based on patients’ and occupational therapists’ and nurses’ feedback. Changes made were based on economical costs using printed textures to achieve a similar effect. Some of the challenges faced include deciding on block forms, textures to include and materials to use to extend the lifespan of the product. More research and testing can be done with regard to the ergonomics of each piece and the textural elements that the elderly interact with. Further focus can be on the stimulation different textures provide for the elderly and different levels can be modified to include more complex tasks or incorporate different types of textures.

7. Conclusion
The exploration and creation of the multi-sensorial game provides caregivers with an additional mean to engage and stimulate persons with dementia preventing decline and increasing ability with a greater emphasis on tactile stimulation. The incorporation of visual, sensory, precision, co-ordination, orientational, memory, comprehension and creative skills can potentially greater stimulate persons with Dementia cognitively and sensorially. MatchLink also provides caregivers with a tool to engage players and at the same time be able to have a gauge as to how the player is improving over time and what kinds of skills they can employ.
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Appendix

The user manual to facilitate participation amongst the elderly. Level 7 would come in the form of a whiteboard to allow for customization of textures and colours.
MATCHLINK is a mobile learning game for use by caregivers to engage and stimulate persons with dementia (PD) to increase functional ability and overall quality of life. It incorporates familiar activities and raises the use of the body and hands to increase strength and dexterity.

PLANNED ACTIVITY LEVELS

Level 1-8 of Game Play
A person can control activities that are good directed. Problems that arise in the process may not be solved. Activities can be guided but not controlled by the person. The activity is encouraged and social interaction and solving problems is necessary.

EXPLORATORY ACTIVITY LEVELS

Level 1-6 of Game Play
A person can carry out familiar activities in their surroundings that are familiar with persons on the effect of the activities rather than the actual persons. Allow the person to experience the sensation of doing the activity rather than focusing on the reality.

SENSORY ACTIVITY LEVELS

Level 1-4 of Game Play
A person is concerned with the sensation being experienced and they move in response to the sensation.

REFLEX ACTIVITY LEVELS

Level 1-3 of Game Play
A person who may be unaware of their surrounding environment. The reality of movement is a reflex response to a stimulus and the use of direct sensory stimulation is used to help person relate to themselves.

INTRODUCTION

MATCHLINK can be used by PD and other Age Activity Levels (PAL) in an environment that increases the overall mobility of the PALs for daily engagement. The two main components, exploration, memory and reflex levels.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the game include incorporating sensory, visual, memory, cognition, coordination and creativity skills into wholesome cognitive processing and motor skills through sensory and visual means.

EQUIPMENT

24 Texture Blocks inclusive of 4 Types of Textures (Hard, Soft, Stiff and Rough) and 6 Colors (Blue, Red, Yellow, Green, Orange and Purple)
CUSTOMIZABLE OPTIONS
Guides on colour and label the texture on this surface to encourage patients to mimic designs.

1. LEVEL
2. LEVEL
3. LEVEL
4. LEVEL
5. LEVEL
6. LEVEL
7. LEVEL
8. LEVEL

GAMEPLAY
1. LEVEL
Identifying Colours
2. LEVEL
Matching Colours
3. LEVEL
Identifying Textures
4. LEVEL
Matching Textures
5. LEVEL
Revising Locations of Colours
6. LEVEL
Revising & Locations of Textures
7. LEVEL
Arranging blocks to create or mimic designs
8. LEVEL
Eventing memory through contemporary art & touch

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN